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The Challenge: Managing risk 
posed by climate changeposed by climate change

Defining the problem: How to assess alternative strategies/best 
land management practices
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Adapting to What Future(s)Adapting to What Future(s)
How to think about the future. 
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What we know: ObservationsWhat we know: Observations
Human actions since the industrial age 

IPCC, 2007

g
have contributed significant 
atmospheric emissions leading to 
changes in the global climate pattern.
Instrumental observations over the past 
157 years show that temperatures at 5 yea s s o t at te pe atu es at
the surface have risen globally, with 
important regional variations.
The scientific community agrees that 
climatic variations will increase in 
magnitude and fluctuation over the ag tude a d uctuat o o e t e
next century.
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What we predict: ModelsWhat we predict: Models
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What we do not know:
Accounted uncertainty

What we do not know:
Accounted uncertainty

fWhat factors control the 
risks associated with 
climate change?
What are the computable 
uncertainties?

“…we do not know, over the 
longer term, how the oceanic 
biological system in the 
southwest Pacific will be 
influenced by the interaction of 
ENSO events with the overall 
warming trend…”

IPCC, 2007
Viner and Sayer, 2004
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What we do not know, we do not know:
Unasked questions

What we do not know, we do not know:
Unasked questions

What lies beyond our predictions and 
models?
What synergistic outcomes have we 

dnot anticipated?
Which critical thresholds have we 
ignored?
H h f i ?How can the future surprise us?
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What we can imagineWhat we can imagine
Unasked questions

R i d i i

Where 
scenarios can 

Recognized uncertainties

Models and 
Observations
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help us the 
most

Imaginable OutcomesImaginable Outcomes
Based on Carpenter, 
Bennett & Peterson, 
2006.
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What the past can teach us about the future?What the past can teach us about the future?
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How the past can bias our view of the futureHow the past can bias our view of the future
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climate change are still poorly understood further
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Reflexivity we must incorporate an understanding of 
reflexive human decision-making and behavior into the 
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What are ScenariosWhat are Scenarios
S i ill t ti tScenarios are illustrative accounts 
of multiple futures that direct our 
attention towards a alternative 
outlooks that contain the most 
relevant uncertainty dimensions.
Scenarios expand an organization’s 

d d f f k b
g

understanding of future risk by 
systematically exploring plausible 
futures whose risks the 
organization has not yet considered
Scenarios help us ask: If the future 
turns out differently than originallyturns out differently than originally 
anticipated, will our strategy still 
work?Ringland, 1998
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How Scenarios workHow Scenarios work
d f f l dInstead of focusing on a single prediction 

extrapolated from past trends, scenarios 
focus on uncertain drivers and expand the 
assumptions of predictive models toassumptions of predictive models to 
illuminate otherwise unforeseen interactions 
between individual trajectories. 
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How Scenarios WorkHow Scenarios Work
Multiple Drivers: Scenarios explore the interaction between significantMultiple Drivers: Scenarios explore the interaction between significant 
uncertain drivers
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Hypothetical exampleHypothetical example
l hClimate Change

Major Impacts: IPCC Scenario A1
High Sea level rise, glacial 
melting, temperature 
increase summer draughtsincrease, summer draughts, 
winter flooding.

Minor Impacts: IPCC Scenario B1
Few regional events from 
change in temperature and g p
hydrology
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Hypothetical exampleHypothetical example
h l lTechnological Innovation

Adaptive: Proactive, mimic natural cycle
Reflect context and variability, 
efficient, flexible, self-reliant

Reactive: Control natural cycles,
Rigid, dependent on resource 
inputs
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Hypothetical exampleHypothetical example
Th k b fi fThe key benefit of 
the alternative 
scenarios comes 
from anticipating p g
impacts that lie 
beyond the 
probable estimates 
based on pastbased on past 
observations alone.
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Scenario DevelopmentScenario Development
l h b h f hFocal issue: the question about the future that an organization is 

confronting.
Driving forces: key variables that influence a phenomenon or 
focal issue 
Ranking importance & uncertaintyRanking importance & uncertainty
Scenario logics:  the interaction between the key driving forces 
creating the frame for the scenario logics.
Scenario Narrative: the final plot of the scenarios, containing 
detailed information on the future condition.
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Case Study: Puget Sound Scenarios 
The Future Without Project

Case Study: Puget Sound Scenarios 
The Future Without Project

University of Washington
Marina Alberti and Michal Russo
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Puget Sound Scenarios: ObjectivesPuget Sound Scenarios: Objectives
D fi b li f t f th P tD fi b li f t f th P tDefine baseline future of the Puget 
Sound nearshore in 2050 assuming 
that a comprehensive, large scale 
ecosystem restoration strategy will 
not take place
Explore potential risks and

Define baseline future of the Puget 
Sound nearshore in 2050 assuming 
that a comprehensive, large scale 
ecosystem restoration strategy will 
not take place
Explore potential risks andExplore potential risks and 
opportunities to inform the 
development of restoration 
strategies
Provide insight towards assessing 
the cost and benefits of alternative 

Explore potential risks and 
opportunities to inform the 
development of restoration 
strategies
Provide insight towards assessing 
the cost and benefits of alternative 
restoration strategies under 
plausible future conditions
restoration strategies under 
plausible future conditions
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Final 6 ScenariosFinal 6 Scenarios
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Scenario DevelopmentScenario Development
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MethodMethod
Scenarios builds on a sample of diverse views and 
b i t th di i li i f thbring together disciplines ranging from earth 
sciences to economics and from science to practice. 
All contribute different, but partial views of the 
future. 
To develop the Puget Sound Scenarios, the UERL 
has involved 152 experts representing more thanhas involved 152 experts representing more than 
88 agencies.
The driving forces and initial story lines were 
developed through an expert workshop involving 
50 experts including scientists, policy makers, and 
NGOs. 
The scenario development process has involved  
individual interviews, panel interviews, and expert 
focus groups.
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Key DriversKey Drivers
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Climate Change: 
Precipitation and Temperature

Climate Change: 
Precipitation and Temperature

h fThe trajectories for 
climate change utilize 
previously run models 
for the IPCC for both 
precipitation and 
temperature.
The 3 most divergent 
trajectories were 
selected. 
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Climate Change: 
Fluctuations

Climate Change: 
Fluctuations

l d b h hFluctuations describe the change in 
variance from historical trends of 
both temperature and precipitation 
patterns.
M j fl i f hMajor fluctuations from the 
historical variance may lead to 
significant  new challenges in this 
region from floods to windstorms 
and droughtsand droughts.
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Human Perceptions and BehaviorHuman Perceptions and Behavior
Individualism and Collectivism: people’s values concerning the 
distribution and allocation of regional services and goodsdistribution and allocation of regional services and goods

individualistic refers to a society which maximizes individual or 
household utility
collectivistic refers to a society that reduces household utility in order 
to maximize regional utility

F t l ti h h l l l h iFuture valuation: how much value people place on having 
resources now as opposed to in the future.

Short term describes a preference for short-term decisions that 
maximize utilizing resources now.
Long-term decisions invest current resources in order to have more 

i i i h fopportunities in the future.
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Supporting Driving ForcesSupporting Driving Forces
Supporting drivers hypothesize consequentSupporting drivers hypothesize consequent 
implications for the region’s:

Knowledge and Information
Natural Hazards

Demographics
Development Patterns

Public Health
Technology and 
Infrastructure

Economics
Governance
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Driving TrajectoriesDriving Trajectories
The panel discussions identified 32 indicators for the dimensions ofThe panel discussions identified 32 indicators for the dimensions of 
the driving forces to help describe major differences between the final 
scenarios.
General trends exhibit strong correlations among specific dimensions 
of the supporting driving forces.

Four sets of relationships are divided into: 
G th t fGrowth rate: the change in the rate of growth as compared to the recent 
past, focusing on overall economic, demographic and development growth.
Socio-economic characteristics: the type of growth associated 
with specific trajectories.
Governance: the strength of governance dominating the region and 
the types of partnerships that are formed.
Regional investments: the amount invested in the region including 
education, public health, ecosystem health, public infrastructure and 
social equity.
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StorylinesStorylines
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Linking observations, scenarios and modelsLinking observations, scenarios and models
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ConclusionsConclusions
Complexity and uncertainty of climate change make long term p y y g g
predictions of human and ecological impacts highly unpredictable
Unpredictable transitions and surprise associated with climate change 
are expected to become more common in shaping the future 
Complexity, uncertainty, and unpredictability challenge the 
assumptions of traditional approaches to risk assessment and 
management
Scenario casting provides a systematic framework to explore plausible 
futures and assess potential risks of climate change
SUMMARY: We propose that by using scenarios, we will be able to 
develop more robust climate change adaptation strategies for reducing 

l bilit d i i ili i th f f i d iblvulnerability and increasing resilience in the face of irreducible 
uncertainties.
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